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February 1964 

ABSTRACT 

UCRL-11253 

A highly sensitive method of spectrographic detection of gases was 

developed. This method -was used to detect the absorption of atomic astatine. 

Two linea Yere recorded whose -wavelengths \'Jere 2244.01 ~ and. 2162.25 Jt 'Ihese 

2_ 0 4 2_ 0 •4 
lines '\-lel-a tentatively assigned to transitions -p)/2. - P5/ 2 and -p;/2. -:, P3/ 2 • 

Tbe assignment of two reeonance lines of polonium was confirmed. 

'· 
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INTRODUCTION 

Astatine was first identified in 1940.1 The optical spectrum of this 

element has not yet been reported. The reason for this delay is that the most 

stable At isotope bas a half life of only 8.2{3.. Because of this, the largest 

quantity of At that has been accumulated thus fa_r is of the order of l micro

gram. Further, the handling of this quantity of At involves the problem of 

protecting personnel from fairly high levels of radioactivity. 

These difficulties have been overcome by the development of a highly 

sensitive method of spectroscopic detection. The method is an adaptation of 

capillary-absorption-cell spectroscopy213 in which gaseous rather than liquid 

samples may be used. It appears that atomic vapors are more easily detected· 1 

\ 

by this method than are ions in solutiono Cra_ig1 Bartel, and Kirk report 

detection of 2 nanograms of Cr ions in solution~; In this experiment as littl~ 

as 0.2 nanograms of At were detected. This difference in sensitivity is un• 

doubted related to the differences in oscillator strengths of ions in solutions 

and atomic vapors. The method should be applicable to any atom that has an 
I 

appreciable vapor p~essure be+ow the melting point of quartz. 

\ 

) 
'1, 

'! 
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EXPERIHEHT · 

The astatine was produced. in .the 88-inch Cyclotron at the lawrence 

Radiation Laboratory1 Berkeley. The reaction is Bi209 (a1:m) At~Ul, At210, 

and At209. A total of ll microampere-hours of' 50-MeV a particles was used. 
. . 4 . ~ 

Calculations using known excitation functions indicate that roughly 2 x 10 

atoms of At were produced. This correspondpto 70 nanograms. Survey-meter 

readings were consistent with this calculation. 

Metallic Bi was used as the target material. . The At was distilled from 

the Bi target onto a 1-mil Pt disk.5 The disk "Was folded and dropped into a 

8-mm-o.d. quartz tube, having a 14/35 standard taper on one end and the quartz 

capillary absorption cell on the other. The tube ltae evacuated to roughly 30, . 

microns and sealed off'. The sealed-off' portion contained the Pt disk and the · 

0 . 1 capillary cell. This was placed in a furnace and heated to 700 C 1n order to 

decompose any organic material that may have followed the At chemistrr. The 

tube was next partially placed in a furnance such that the Pt disk was in the 

hot zone and the capillary cell was in a bath of' liquid nitrogen. The furnace 
i 

was heated to about 700°C. This caused moat of the At to be . condensed into the _capillary j 

cell. The tube was allowed t~ cool and again sealed off such that the Pt disk was 

in one section and most of the At in the ·other. The section containing the At 

lfas kept immersed in the liquid-nitrogen bath during this operation. The result 

was that most of the At was now contained in a capillary T-tube vhose total\ 

volumne was about 50 micro-liters. No attempt was made to determine accurst~~ 
\ 

\ 
yields for this procedllre, but survey-meter readings indicated that better thah 

. . \ 
50$ of the calculated amount of the At ended up in. the T-tube. \ 

\ '< 

\ 

\ . \ 
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A the:rm.ocouple was placed at the center of the T-tube. Each arm of the 

T was placed 1n a small tube :furnanee made of nichrome wire. Asbestos str108 

was vrapped around the center section of the T which was not covered by the 

1"u.rnnnce. The thermocouple thus registered the lm:est temperature in the T

tube. 'Jlle arms were at a higher teinperatu.re. The absorption cell was next 

aligned llith the optical po.ti'f of.: the spectrograph. To accomplish this a light 

source was placed at the col.limating mirror of the spectrograph. A lena vas 
. ., 

uaed to focus the image of this source on the inside of the entrance slit. 1\le 

abGOrption cell was placed about l/2 in. 1n front of the slit. Alignment was. 

acco:npliahed by movirig the cell until the image of the slit was visible through 

the capillary. It vas necessary to bold the eye vithin a few int:bes of the 

capillary in order to see the slit i.mage. This alignment was accomplished as: 

quickly as possible, since at this time 10 R of gamma radiation was caning from 

the cell. A 1000-W Hanovie hydrogen-discharge tube was used to produce the 
.. 

continuum. This tube lends itself to easy alignment, since it~ is possible to 
.. 

sight through the discharge region. .Alignment was accomplished bY adjusting the 

discharge tube until a bright spot of light could be seen ComitJg through the 
i 

capillary 'While sighting through the discharge tube. The cell was then heated 

s\lch that the thermocouple registered a temperature of' 600°C. This was done in 

order to therma.l.l.:Y decompose molecules that might have contained At. Survey ex-

posures 'Were .taken on Eastman Kodak l03a...O photographic plates. Ten-minute ex

posure times were adequate. The spectral region between 3000 and 2100 i vas 

recorded. 

When it was found that At lines appeared on the plates, further exposures 

were taken using Eastman Kodak IV..Q plates. These were exposed for lh and 

developed for 9 min in D-19 developer. The ion-are spectrum vas recorded on 
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these plates for wavelength calibration by the use of a Hartmann diaphragm~ 

Further exposures l-lere taken to verify that the change 1n line intensity with 

time was consistent with the radioactive decay of At (see Fig. 1). Wavelengths 

were measured with a comparator produced by Grant Instruments, Inc. The spectro-

graph used l'las a 21-ft 't>7adsworth mount produced by the Jarell-Ash Co. It con

tained a 30,000-lines-per-inch grating which was. blazed for 3000 i. The 
' 

capillary absorption cells were made by Harry s. Powell and Dane H • .Anderberg 

at this laboratory. These were made of ~lrlmll-i.d. and 8-mm.-o.d. quartz capillaey 

tubing. The absorption cell was 5-cm long. The T seal was made by drilling 

a 1-mm-diem ho;t.e perpendicular to .the long axis of the tube. The side arm was 
. . 

also made of capillary tubing to minimize the volume that finally contained the 

At. To reduce stray light, both ends of the absorption cell were masked such:~hat 

light could not pass through the walls of the tube. This was accomplished by 

painting both end '1-lindows with Liquid Bright Platinum produced by the Hanovia 

Chemical and Mt'g~ Co. 
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RESULTS 

~e most strikinG feature of theoe plates \ras an intense absorption band 

at 2537 i which was 5-.R wide. I:f' the cell was allowed to cool, this band 

narrowed. dat..>n to a sharp l.ine. It was concluded tbat this :feature ia due to Rg that 

ho.d followed the At chemistry. .The amount of fig could be ootimated f'rom the known 

dependence of band -width upon concentration. 6 'Ihese cal~tions indicated that 

a fc.y micrograms of Hg 1-1ere present •. Mc.rcu.t."Y contamination of the Pt disk of 

the order of a fcr.t ppm seems the most likely source. Aside from the Hg band, 

the moat intense fca.tUL"es on the plate were two lines· of Po .and one line of At; 

Po210 is the decay product of ~t210 • Faint absorption lines of Cd (h 2288) and 

Bi ("- 2228 and 2230) were also recorded~ Light of shorter wavelength than 2i~ i 

~was not transmitted. Broad di:f':fuse absorption vas detected which showed some 
' structure. Absorption maxima were measured at "- 2246, 2238, 2216, 2206, 2174, and 

2165 R (See Fig. 2). The species. caudng this absorption is nOt lmcr.tn; Po2 or 

HgPo seem like reasonable possibilities. It is believed that the same species 

is responsible for the more intense absorption of light of shorter wavelength. The 

second At line was more difficult to detect, since it was located in this region 

of dif:fus0 absorption. High--contrast plates and long develop-ment times were 

resorted to in OI;"der to better define this line· for 'Wavelength measurement. The 

rec<n"ding of Po lines 2558 and 2450 1n absorption canti.rm the assignment of theae 

linea to reasanant trans1tions.7 

A comparison of different plates revealed a shift 1n the ion-ere spectrum 

with respeCt to the absorption spectrum. This resulted because it was not feasible 

to use the same optical.path for light trom the ion arc as was used for light passed 

through the absorption cell. The amount of shii't was determined by compar~g the 
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ion spectrum with the Cd: and Bi lines. Four Si emission lines trom the hydrogen

discharge tube were also used. After these corrections, measurements o:f the At 

lines from two. d.i:f'ferent plates agree within 0.02 j_ units. The values are 2244.01 

o· and 2162.25 ~. Because of the appearance of the At lines in a region of diffuse 

absorption, it is difficult to make meaningful statements about line intensities. 

The indication was that the ~ 2244 lirie 'Has the more intense. However, as the 
. \ 

At decayed the intensity ot tl?-e two lines approa~hed each other. When both lines 

were very weak, it was hard to detect a 'difference in intensity •. The At lines 

were still visible 72 h after bombarfun.ent. This represents nine half lives of 

the At210 isotope. It follows ~t if 70 nanograms were initially produced, the · 

:final absorption was caused by 0.2 nanograms •. 

' . 
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DISCUSSION 

Two rilcts support the contention that the lliles observed were At lines. 

There are no other resonant lines reported at these wavelengths, and. the d£cay o£ 

line intensity is consistent with the radioactive· decay of At. 

It has been difficult to establish the chemical properties. ot At~? This 
·, 

gives special ramifications t~ eim1le.r1ties or differences· of the At. spectrt.tm com

pared to apectm of Cl, Br, and I. Far''exmnple, itp4dvere,theloweSt excited 

configuration rather than p4s, one might ey,pect ·a~:yp.icQ:l chemical properties. ·An 

· effort 1~as made to shed some. light "'>n this issue from th(! l!'.eager data available• 

In effect, the question asked ws 'i~~~ the recorded spectrum consistent 'With 
. . 4 . ',. 

transitions to .the lowest J-levels of configurations p s?" It was noted that' ~f' · 
.4 . : 

the energy ot J-lovels of p a are plotted against constant steps tor Cl, Br, ·and 
. , . 

I, the points lie nearly on a straight line. mtowing two absorption lines tor 

At, we can define the energies of two J-levels. N~ it lllas reasoned that if a 

straight line could be drawn which woul.d lie close to levels for Cl1 Br1 I and At, 

then the statement could be made that the .At spectrUm is similar. The results· 
I . 

are shown in Fig. 3. To test the effect of a closed shell of · t electronS on this 

otra!ght-line relationship, simil.ar plots were made of' A, Kr, Xe, and Rn sa ·well as 

s, Se1 Te, and Po.· In both series no effect. ot the 4f shell waa noticed. It is 

concluded that there is no spectral evidence indicating nontypical balogen behavior. 

It L-S coupling were a good. approxim.ation1 the:.lawer three levels in Fig. 3 

would be. designated 
4
P5/2.' 4

P3/2.' and 
4

7!1/ 2 and the upper two~ '2p3/'2. and a;l/2.• 

11lat this approximation bas already broken dOWXJ. in Br bas recently been demonstrated 

by Jack L. Tech. a HO\iever1 tor ·lack of an alternative, this notation will continue to 

be used. FigUre 3 strongly suggests that the two absorption lines be essi&?ed to 
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2_ 0 4 1.1. 0 . ~- 0 4 
transitions -p?J/2. ... P5; 2 for the 22'+'+-A line and -p}/2. - · P'3/2. for the 

2__ 0 . . 
2162-':A. line. Here -we assume the.t ~-p?;/2. level results from the Hund • a-rule 

. g ... 't'ound state of configuration p5• The plot also indicates that the next resonant 

line ·of At will be found. in the region of 1850 .R. It is ~cognized that this is 

a naive approach to the problem1 but the conclusions reached seem worth-while 

and the best that can be done with the limited data. 

Some consideration was. given to the ultimate sensitivity of this type of 

absorption cell. Form.ulaa governing li~t intensity as a function of absorption 

coefficients were consulated.9. It was determined that with a constant amount of· 

oample1 the sensitivity increases as the square of the radius decreas~s. The 

sensitivity is independent of the l~ngth of· the cell. 'Ille possibility exists· of 

obtaining a ten-told increase .in .sensitivity by going to 0.3-mm i.d. cells. q 

.. 
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FIGURE LEGENm 

Figure 1. Astatine 2244.01 .R. Upper: Photograph taken ll. 75 h atter bombard-
. 1 ~· 

ment. This corresponds to 30 ng or 8 x 10 3 atoms of At. Middle: 

Photograph taken 35.42 h after bombardment. This corresponds to 4 

ng or l x 1013 atoms of At. Lower: Photograph taken 54.05 h·.ufter 
. 12 

bombardment. This corresponds to 0.8 ng or 2 x 10 atoms of At. 

Figure 2. DensitOmeter tracing ·~a.$.-en of exposure made 35.42 h a:rter bombard

ment. The broad absorption features are 'of unknown origin. The 

Si emiss-ion linea are produced in the eydrogen discharge which was the 

aource of the cont1nutun. 
. 4 

Figure ;s. Energies of the five lowest levels of configuration p s plotted asainst 

equal i,ntervala for Cl1 Br1 and I. In LS coupling these levels would 

2_ 2.... 4 . 4 4 ' 
be designated -pl/'2" -p3/ 2 1 P1; 2 1 P3; 2 , end P5; 2 • Straight 

lines were drawn such that they lie as close as possible to levels of 

the same J. ·In drawing the lowest. two lines., At points were given 

equal weight. 
I 
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ZN-4153 

Fig. 1 
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At2162 
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MU-33291 

Fig. 2 
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